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The Mirail Says Hello

To Its Lovely New

Student Body

The Mariner's night-life critic on assignment. Photo credit: NYPD.

Hmm... I think I'll take

Women's Studies...

Come Party With
The MarinerHaving trouble logging in to the I.G.Web

on the E.N.T to change your T.D’s and your
C.M’s for the U.E’s in your U.F.R? Or maybe
you you’re looking for your L.M.D.E. number
before you go to the S.I.M.P.P.S to get a
C.R.E.A.M. to treat that nasty dose of the
C.L.A.P. you picked up at S.U.A.P.S? Perhaps
you just want to be a B.I.A.T.O.S. at the
C.F.C.B, but you can’t download the B.I.B-
C.F.C.B and the D.R.H. is at lunch at the
C.R.O.U.S.

Finding your way around the Mirail is hard,
but the profusion of indecipherable acronyms
certainly doesn't help. The Mirail has an
amazing constellation of letters separated by
little dots, which only have meaning to those
who already know what they mean, and offer
no help to new arrivals or those trying to find
their way. When new students arrive, they want
information and they want clarity. This bizarre
practice of hiding the real meaning of these
locations and institutions serves only to
ostracize and confuse students and visitors.

When Yale professor and information
communications expert Edward E. Tufte was
asked to investigate information flow after
NASA's 2003 Columbia space shuttle disaster,

he noted the endemic use of a “mishmash” of
“mysterious acronyms” that hadn't clearly
conveyed to NASA's leaders the true danger
that the shuttle faced. That same shuttle
disintegrated when re-entering Earth's
atmosphere. We are concerned that the Mirail
may currently be heading in the same
direction

“Health Center” could easily replace the
obscure “S.I.M.P.P.S” That way, students
might realize there's a health center on
campus. (If you're wondering what that even
means, it's: Service Interuniversitaire de
Médecine Préventive et de Promotion de la
Santé?Who gets paid to think up that crap?!?)

The Mirail is investing a lot of energy in
making the campus more student-friendly and
accessible. But why does it insist on assigning
meaningless names to its component parts? Is
it to prepare students for the D.D.T.E.F.P.?

Instead of a bunch of S.H.I.T, give us names
that mean something; that we can understand.

P.L.E.A.S.E.

See Our Acronyms Guide p. 2

The Mirail just got a little bit cooler. . .
You're holding in your hand the newest
issue ofthe new newspaper in town. But
we're not like the others. We're here to
deliver relevant information in a
manner you can appreciate. And ifthere's
no news to be reported, we'llmake some.

But the offer gets sweeter: We want you to
help us. We're looking for writers,
reporters, interviewers, photographers,
journalists, jingoists, graphic designers,
photoshoppers, artists, models, gofers,
coffee-makers, newspaper distributors, ad
men, mad men, centerfolds, lawyers,
critics, and more. Essentially, if you can
hold this paper in your hand, we'll take
you.

Don't regret this decision for the rest of
your life. Come help out atThe Mariner.

Drop us a line at:
the.mariner.news@gmail.com



TheMariner's Mirail Survival Guide
TheMirail can be a big, dirty, overwhelming
place. Sure, it's crime-ridden, ugly, difficult to
navigate, and liable at any moment to be
blockedfor months, but there's also a lot to get
out ofit - you just needa little guidance. That's
why we've created out own Guide for surviving
your time here on campus. Oddly enough it's the
only guide for new students that we've ever
seen. So read carefully andfollow the wisdom
we've gained through our experiences, and
you're sure to lower your risk ofgoing completely
insane here at the Mirail.

Your class

schedule says

your class is

here.

The secretary

of your

department

says your

class is here.

Your class

is actually

here.~
Myth Busters:

The Most Common Myths About the Mirail

Myth Fact

Profs find themselves all alone during office hours.

That boy in my Cultural Studies class keeps

looking at me because he finds me attractive.

The Mirail campus was originally a prison.

The fact that parts of the ceiling fall means I'm in

danger.

I've enrolled twice, so it's ok now.

The Foyers are all run by dedicated, hard-working

volunteers.

If the sign says the Office is open from 14-16h, it

will be open then.

Every year there's a big blocage organized by

smelly dog-people that disrupts everyone's studies.

If it is someone's job to help me, they will help me.

The Mariner is written by a bunch ofhigh brow

intellectuals with really good English, and so

there's no way they'll like and print my

submissions.

They don't go to them either.

He's wondering where you bought

your shoes.

It was originally a maze for giant rats.

No, it's always done that.

You need to enroll three times here.

The Peña's employees are salaried.

(¡Bandidos!)

Hahahaha.

This happens every other year.

No, they probably won't.

The Mariner editors can barely scrap

anything together in any language.

You really should submit something.

Know Your Acronyms

The Seven Questions That Can Never Go Wrong In Class

TheMariner has come up with some handy all-purpose questions that you can plausibly ask
in ANYofyour classes, to impress teachers andfriends with you finely honed intelligence.

“Could we say careful interlineal analysis of the linguistic context of this text would reveal

valuable insights?”

“How does the author’s self-referentiality form part of a larger meta-discourse?”

“Is this an example of the frame-within-a-frame you were talking about?”

“What would Queer Theory add to this discussion?”

“How could we deconstruct the underlying structure?”

“How do you spell that?”

“Can you say that in French?”

UTM - University ofToulouse Mayhem. If you see this written,

expect chaos.

ENT - Email Never Treated

SUAPS - Students United to Appreciate Partner Suapping

SIMPPS - Strange Irritations Maybe Provoked by Participating

in SUAPS

DANG - The English Department. Usage: “Dang! This is the

English Department?!”

BANG - The English Department Library. This is where you

can read Mad Magazine.

MIE - The Campus bar, but without beer. Or people.

Remember, there’s no “MIE” in “Campus”

PAIE - The People who pay for The Mariner. They have their

hands on the cash (aka the FSDIE) Easily take the title ofmost

intelligent and deeply sexy people at the Mirail. We love them

and their unevenly monitored accounting standards. Their trust

in us is well-founded.

FSDIE - Funds for Student Delinquents and their Idiot

Endevours

DEFLE - Don't Expect French Lessons Easily

LLCE - Long Lost Courses in Esoterism

LEA - Learning as an Escape from becoming an Adult

CPU - Central Processing Unit

PUM - Printers Using Methamphetamines. Have you seen what

they publish?

Here's our unofficial glossary to help you findyour
way around the university.



Contributions

September at the Mirail
By Armando

Ah the Mirail in September: it's warm
outside, you still can take a nap on the lawn
during the lunch break, and, as the summer in
Toulouse has been as crappy as a Sodebo
sandwich, there is green grass!

It is not my first “rentrée” at the Mirail, but I
never get tired of the familiar sights. The
freshmen walking around the campus holding
maps of the university, they almost look like
tourists! They are so sweet, so full of hope,
always wandering around, confused, looking for
their classrooms. Oh I've been there, we’ve all
been there. Actually it seems like a ritual that
all the students at the Mirail have to pass to
enter in the University Club.

I remember my first year at the University,
when I tried to find room 117. This room is
legendary now. I can picture myself holding my
map, thinking: “This should be the entrance ofthe
room 117, but instead I’m facing a brick wall in
the English library!” All the buildings in the
University looks the same and you quickly have
the impression to be a rat in a maze, I'm sure
that after all those years I have developed some
mad orientation skills. I feel that I could be
dropped into the wild and would find some
water in less time than a freshman would find
room SB006.

But I think there is something about the
“rentrée” that I still cannot stand. In fact, I got
the feeling that through the years I’ve
developed an irrational fear about it. I'm talking
about the enrollment. To me, every year seems
even more ludicrous than the last one. You need
to bring more papers, there are more things to
do on line, more deadlines, and don't get me
started on IGWEB. The last few days I’ve been
talking about it with my colleagues and have
asked them to tell me about their own
enrollment experiences, and they all have had
difficulties. You really need to be motivated to
enroll at the Mirail. So I am asking YOU to
write to The Mariner, your new favorite
newspaper, if you have a crazy story about your
enrollment experience. Unfortunately, I think
that the best stories must be about that people
who have simply given up trying to enter the
Club.

I don't want to end this article on a bleak
observation so I'll suggest something I do to
cheer myself up during the first weeks of class.
When I see someone lost in the Mirail's
corridors I stop them and help them find their
room. You can repeat this as many times as you
want during the day. I guarantee you some extra
karma points and a warm feeling in your belly.
This is something only for the people who
actually know the University, please do not give
bad directions to lost people on purpose. Not
cool.

~

Bahrain, more ofthat pink hair, please.

Maybe the actions they said they were going
take against sex tourism finally worked
because the plane is far from being full. I’m
on my way to Bangkok. I have a 4 hour stop
over in Bahrain, which I thought was in
Qatar but isn’t. The only thing I know about
Bahrain is that "On 1 September 2006,
Bahrain changed its weekend from being
Thursdays and Fridays to Fridays and
Saturdays, in order to have a day of the
weekend shared with the rest of the world.",
which is crazy. The second I walk out of the
plane I instantly want to get the hell out of
here. I’m greeted by a group of chinese girls
wearing christmas hats and Bahrain Airport
tshirts, offering to pose with me for a picture
near the christmas tree. I refuse as politely as I
can, which seems to baffle the girls and make
them lose faith in humanity.. . .

to be continued. . .

A Feel-Good Moment:

Erika M. Anderson seems to live directly on

that territory Tony Kushner calls the “threshold

of revelation.” Her voice on the new album Past

Life Martyred Saints, whether it’s web-wispy or

full and muscular, is always a breath away from

unleashing some gorgeous, life-rending secret.

The music, whether it’s woozily ambient like in

the standout “California” or throbbing like

voltage in “Milkman,” confirms the desperation.

It says: pull up a barstool and a bottle of

something Irish and let’s talk until we’re hoarse

and spent and wobbly. Dark things will come

spilling out of our lips; we’ll leave this place

changed, for better or worse.

It’s fitting for the characters that populate the

songs, exiles and outcasts who’d only feel at

home in stories by Denis Johnson or Mary

Gaitskill. There’s the former Goth who gives her

arms “twenty kisses with a butterfly knife” and

the gay youths languishing in small towns. On

the most haunted and haunting track, “Marked,”

Anderson gives voice to an obsessed lover,

viciously groaning, “I wish that every time he

touched me left a mark,” and later, more sweetly

confessing, “These drugs, they are

making me so sad,/ And I can’t stop

taking them.” It’s hardly easy listening,

but that’s exactly what makes it such

indelible stuff.

Among all these dead ends, there are a

few detours of hope. The faint possibility

of escape still exists, mostly in hotwired

cars barrelling down dusty backroads or

between the legs of motel lovers. On

“Anteroom,” one of the album’s more

optimistic moments, Anderson also

suggests that the ghosts hovering around

her are encouraging signs. Over and over,

she vows, “If this time through we don’t

get it right, I’ll come back to you in

another life.” She sings the line softly, like

a belief she’s not ready to surrender to the

drone of this merciless world. If she could,

she’d whisper it directly into your ear, the

whiskey heating your lobe and the naked

proximity of another human raising

goosebumps on your flesh. Until then, this

revelation of an album will just have to do.

Music Review:

Past Life Martyred Saints - EMA
by Brooklyn

Have something to say?

A breaking news story?
Some hot gossip?
A dirty joke?

Sendus an email andwe'll help
you get in print:

the.mariner.news@gmail. com

Notes from Abroad:

Bahrain
By Sylvain



Want toWrite forTheMariner ?

the.mariner.news@gmail.com

Find us on Facebook and at:

themarinernews.wordpress.com

The Mariner is edited in a hidden backroom

office attached to the English library of the

Mirail by Casey Heagerty and Paul Scanlan.

The Mariner's masthead was designed by the

very talented Florent Guth, and other

contributors are credited as they appear. The

Mariner would also like to thank Dave

Finkbrau for his help, and all the Finkbraus

that helped in the creation ofthe Mariner.

As old hands at the reporting game, we here at
The Mariner like to think we’ve seen it all. We
thought we had seen it all the other week when
this headline came across our desks:

CONVICTED FOR SINGING BRASSENS

It was, after all, in Brittany. You know how we
feel about cops and judges in Brittany. Besides,
being Brittany, the cops were probably drunk too.
But here in Toulouse, we’re better than that,
right?

Unfortunately, it turns out, we’re worse:

32 people were arrested for singing to protest
the arrest ofaman arrested for singing.

("Ils chantent Brassens devant les policiers
et finissent au poste"La Depeche du Midi 9/6/11)

This, ladies and gentlemen, is a breathtaking
affront that truly kicks civil liberties in the balls
that Brassens and The Mariner know the cops
don’t have.

It is outrageous to arrest anybody for singing in
public a popular song that is freely available. It is
scandalous to repress a the right to protest in
favor of freedom of speech by silencing that
speech and dispersing the protest. And, the proof
that the arrests were unwarranted is that no
charges were filed.

Apparently French cops are such delicate flowers
that the mention of some indelicate lyrics from a
59 year old song is enough to cause them grave
offense. This pathetic response would be
laughable if it weren’t such a serious abridgment
of civil liberties. Rather, it is is shameful, as is
Article 433-5 of the French Penal Code which
seeks to uphold the police’s “right” to dignity at
the expense of freedom of expression.

We firmly believe that police and the gendarmes
work for you. Their job is to guarantee your
rights, including your freedom of speech,
especially your right of political speech. They
have no legitimate right to your “respect” or their
“dignity” or their (mauvaise) reputation, because
to criticize and to insult the government and its
police force is the essence of political speech.
There is no valid distinction between the crudest
call to fuck the police, singing about “mégères
gendarmicides” and the most eloquent protest
oratory. How you express your protest is your
choice and should not be subject to the
government's aesthetic judgements or the hurt
feeling ofFrance’s crybaby cops.

The Mariner salutes the members of the Canaille
du Midi choir who protested in support of
freedom of speech and the ‘guy from Rennes’.
Great work guys.

Scandal:

Young Resistant's Memorial Disgraced
At 9 in the evening of August 25
1944, Force Francais de l’Interieur
Youth Brigade soldier number
4927, André Teperman was shot
and killed on the tile roof of a four
storey apartment building at 6
Place Belfort in Toulouse. He was
16 years old, but lied about his age
to join the Resistance.

His memory today: a small plaque.
His name is casually misspelled
(TepermanN), although this
indignity is hard to notice as the
plaque is hidden behind a Coca-
Cola vending machine.

The Teperman family wasn’t from
Toulouse. Before the war they
emigrated from Warsaw to Paris,
where André was born. They were
forced to flee to Aurillac during the
Occupation, said Rolande Zuratas,
who was only a few months old when
her uncle André was killed. She has
never visited Toulouse and thus was
unaware of the issue surrounding the
plaque. Contacted in Paris by The
Mariner, Mme. Zuratas expressed a
wish to have the Coke machine
moved and the plaque corrected. Her
aunt, now 85 years old, who grew up
with André, explained that his

memorial “should be visible for everybody to see.”

When asked about the location of his Coke
machine in front of a Resistance memorial, the
owner of Belfort Presse was ambivalent. A small,
neat white-haired gentleman who declined to give
his name, but who is named Maurice Setien
according to business records, he said that there was
no other place to put the machine outside his
premises. He claimed to have contacted the Mairie
to request that Teperman’s plaque be moved so it
would be more visible, but was unable to say which
office or phone number he had called.

Florence Saki, press officer for Coca-Cola
Enterprises France, who own the vending machine,
gave an emphatic “no comment” about the
Teperman situation. When asked about Coke’s
policies towards memorials and community history,
Ms. Saki pointed to Coke’s “Social Responsibility
Report 2011” which paints Coca-Cola as “making a
positive contribution to local communities”, but
would not justify how that policy squares with the
facts of the case. She also told The Mariner that the
location of vending machines is generally decided in
consultation with the Mairie.

The Mariner’s examination of statutes regarding
building permits and historical landmarks suggests
that the aménagement of a plaque, by putting a
Coke machine in front of it, is arguably illegal and
subject to fines. At the least, says Olivier Dupont, of
the Office Nationale des Anciens Combattants et
des Victimes de Guerre, finding “an appropriate
solution would be desirable.”The Mariner agrees.

R.I.P. André Teperman

Editorial:

The Cops Have No Balls:
32 Arrested for Singing
Brassens' "Hécatombe"

Seeing these mamas

Strugglin there

I was loving it, 'cause I love seein

A 1-8-7 on tha mothafucking cop

From my attic-crib.

I was throwin' up my hands

For those cop-killin mamas

Hollerin': "Helllll Yeah!! ! !"

One of the honeys

Caught the captain

And made him scream: "Fuck the Police,

Fuck the law, ghetto love!"

Another shoved

One of these chumps' heads

Between her giant butt cheeks

And squeezed tighter than the repo-man's hand.

A Free Translation of the
More Offending Passages:

Massacre ofBrassens:

Crossword
1 Across: A cop that arrests you for singing is an __________.

1

Mariner of the Month
Squash Sports The Mariner's Famous Niqab Mask
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